ENGR 59600: Graduate ENGR Communications

New for Fall 2019 for graduate students who want engineering communication credits on their transcripts

Here’s how the course works:

- Register for ENGR 59600 at myPurdue
- Get instructor (jlax@purdue.edu) approval to take the course
- Register at http://www.engineering.purdue.edu/gradworkshops for 16 hours of complete workshops*
- Complete those workshops during the semester to receive a "P" & 1 credit hour
- Earn up to 2 more credits by registering later for 32 different workshop hours

Brief Course Description
Customize an engineering communications course by choosing the CoE workshops most relevant to your current needs. See http://www.engineering.purdue.edu/gradworkshops for workshop descriptions. Questions? Contact Joanne Lax (jlax@purdue.edu).

*All engineering communications workshops and NSF GRFP writing workshops are eligible. Note that, as in the past, any of these workshops also may be taken without registering for the ENGR 59600 course.